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Polarion Software to Present at SubConf 2007
Munich, Germany and Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, October 15, 2007 —
Polarion Software, creators of fully integrated application lifecycle management solutions and
services based on Subversion, will give a series of presentations to the attendees of SubConf
2007 in Munich, Germany October 16-18. SubConf 2007 (www.subconf.com) is the first global
forum of its kind for organizations involved in the challenges and practical strategies of migrating
to Subversion. Polarion presenters include:
•

Igor Vinnykov: Exploring Subversive – Eclipse SVN Team Provider
Igor is the Polarion Project Lead of the Subversive Project, which is bringing Subversion
support into the standard functionality set of Eclipse. The Subversive plug-in gives users the
ability to work with this CVS successor version control system directly from the Eclipse
workbench. This session will offer Subversive users an opportunity to take a closer look at
the new functionality and features which make the use of Subversion simpler.

•

Karl-Heinz Marbaise: Bringing SVN to the Next Level – Distributed Version Control
with SVK
Karl-Heinz is Polarion Subversion Services Consultant, and co-creator of Polarion SubTrain,
the market’s first open source training curriculum for SVN. This session describes
experiences and advanced concepts by using SVN together with SVK. Especially when
people often work offline or travel a lot SVK is an interesting extension to SVN.

•

Lutz Dornbusch: FIDUCIA & Polarion – Overcoming Technical & Social Challenges of
Migrating to SVN
Lutz is Polarion Subversion Services Consultant and co-creator of Polarion SubTrain, the
market’s first open source training curriculum for SVN. With some 3,450 employees,
FIDUCIA is one of the largest full-service IT providers in Germany. This session will discuss
the company’s successful migration of more than 220 CVS repositories to Subversion,
including not only on the technical challenges, like backups and archiving, but also any
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learning curve challenges for employees moving from CVS on SVN, such as making
necessary workflow rearrangements and taking full advantage of performance differences.
•

Timothy Ströbele: Getting Started with Subversion (1/2 day Workshop)
Timothy leads the Polarion Professional Services team and is Project lead of SubTrain, the
market’s first open source training curriculum for SVN. This half-day course covers typical
day-to-day scenarios when working with subversion in a team. Additionally advanced
concepts like tagging, branching and merging are discussed.

•

Dr Markus Liebelt: Leveraging SVN to Manage Globally Dispersed SD Teams
Dr. Liebelt oversees standardizing the SD environment at Polarion customer T-Systems, the
business customer brand of Deutsche Telekom with over 56,000 employees. This talk deals
with the tension between a central company and SVN use in decentralized projects, such as
projects distributed through multiple offshore locations

About Polarion Software
Polarion Software is a global leader of comprehensive application lifecycle solutions and services
for effectively and efficiently managing the software development lifecycle. Polarion ALM for
Subversion combines every major phase of managing the software development lifecycle into
one comprehensive ALM platform that provides teams with the real-time information on the actual
state of software development in their organization necessary to make intelligent, informed
decisions, while leveraging Subversion and other advanced open source technologies to deliver
unique functionality and a significant return on investment. Additional information is available at
www.polarion.com.
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